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The Fast Power Learning™ Formula:

the Science

F requency and Intensity-
brain plasticity research demonstrates that completing 
a set of learning tasks in a frequent, intense timeframe 
accelerates learning.

adaptivity-
interactive exercises automatically adapt to individual 
skill levels and responses, adjusting the learner’s content
exposure and targeting correct responses approximately
80% of the time, which maintains challenge and 
motivates success.

s imultaneous Development-
each exercise focuses on a specific set of reading or 
language tasks and simultaneously develops underlying 
cognitive processes such as memory, attention,
and processing.

t imely Motivation-
for the brain to learn, students must be active, attentive,
and engaged. Rewards are provided on the first attempt
only, a proven neuroscience motivation technique.

Neuroscience research has demonstrated the
importance of several principles — Frequency
and intensity, adaptivity, simultaneous develop-
ment, and timely motivation — to effect change.
The Fast ForWord products use these principles 
to enable student learning.

Our Fast ForWord® software products develop cognitive skills required to read and learn effectively.
The basis for Fast ForWord products comes from more than 30 years of peer-reviewed neuroscience
research on reading and learning in children, adolescents, and adults.

Effective reading and learning
requires a variety of cognitive skills
that must function in unison.
Fast ForWord products develop
Learning MAPs skills, critically
important prerequisites for suc-
cessful reading. When Learning
MAPs are stronger, students are
able to benefit from reading
instruction.

Memory- hold information and ideas
short- and long-term, essential for word
recognition, comprehension of complex 
sentences, and remembering instructions.

Attention- focus on tasks and ignore 
distractions.

Processing- critical for distinguishing
speech sounds and identifying letter and
word forms.

sequencing- a cognitive skill that relies 
on memory, attention, and processing and is
essential for phonics, word fluency, reading
and oral comprehension.

What do Fast ForWord products do? 
We improve essential cognitive skills 
— Learning MAPs™

What are Learning MAPs?

How do Fast ForWord products improve cognitive skills? Fast!

Fast ForWord
Family of Products

The efficacy of our major products 
has been established by extensive 
outcomes research from independent
researchers, our founding scientists,
and our company. We also have the
largest database of user results in 
education, demonstrating the 
effectiveness of our products.
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Fast ForWord ®Language
Fast ForWord ®Middle & High School 
Developing pre-reading and language capabilities for
struggling readers in an age appropriate context
Builds phonemic awareness by improving auditory 
discrimination, and letter and word recognition skills;
helps students identify specific phonemes.

Enhances vocabulary by helping students differentiate
between similar sounding words. Improves skills in word 
meaning, oral language, listening comprehension, and 
the ability to follow directions; develops syntax and 
morphology skills.

Fosters fluency and comprehension by developing listening
comprehension and the ability to follow directions, while 
developing working memory to store background information.

Fast ForWord ®to Reading
Developing the skills essential for successful reading
Targets phonics by developing basic spelling patterns,
automatic word recognition, letter-sound correspondences,
and decoding.

Increases phonemic awareness by developing sensitivity to 
letter-sound correspondences.

Expands vocabulary through decoding, synonyms, antonyms,
homophones and automatic word recognition, paragraph 
comprehension, cause and effect reasoning, and flexible 
reading; focuses on syntax and working memory.

Enhances fluency with sentence comprehension, developing
syntax, working memory, logical reasoning, and vocabulary.

Develops comprehension by practicing syntax and working
memory skills with both simple and complex sentences;
reading for meaning, remembering facts, making connections,
and drawing inferences.

Fast ForWord ®Language to Reading
Developing the link between spoken and 
written language
Builds on phonemic awareness. Develops auditory word 
recognition, phoneme recognition and phoneme discrimination,
letter-sound associations, word recognition, and left-to-right 
visual tracking skills. Develops associations between words and
their written representations.

Improves vocabulary through word recognition and auditory
memory.

Fast ForWord ®Progress Tracker
Detailed reports designed with the teacher in mind
Clear, action-oriented information on individual, class, or group
performance, based on learner profiles specified by the district,
are secure and accessible districtwide. Automatic analysis,
including diagnostic and prescriptive information, is displayed 
in graphs and tables. Timely and specific intervention guidance
provides educators with recommendations to maximize the
impact of classroom reading instruction and the effectiveness of
the Fast ForWord products. Exercises are aligned to state stan-
dards and correlated to major basal programs.

Neuroscience designed, curriculum aligned.™

Let technology do what it does best. Let teachers do what they do best.™

The Fast ForWord Family of Products


